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Civil Society And The Professions
Professionals carry immense technical and advisory power but such power also comes with a high degree of responsibility. Professional ethical standards should embody the moral bond linking the ...
Professionals and the public good
International Editor Clifford Holt spoke to the EFN’s Secretary General Paul de Raeve about how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected Europe’s nurses and what needs to be done to better support the ...
Supporting nurses on the frontline
All nine JSC commissioners unanimously agree she is the best of the 10 candidates interviewed for top Judiciary job.
Martha Koome’s rise to the top in a crowded field with her boss, senior lawyers
If everything goes according to plan, the much-delayed James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will finally launch in October 2021, after an initial launch date ...
Opinion: The James Webb Space Telescope And Why The Bigoted Legacy Of Its Namesake Matters
Against this backdrop, the International Task Force on Teachers for Education 2030 (Teacher Task Force - TTF), in partnership with the Hamdan Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Foundation and UNESCO, held recently ...
The International Task Force on Teachers, UNESCO, and Hamdan Foundation reflect on the changing nature of the teaching profession
Sarah Hillaire, BS/MS candidate in civil engineering at Oregon Tech and originally from Red Bluff, placed second in the technical paper competition at the 2021 American Society of Civil Engineers ...
Red Bluff student places second in civil engineering competition
Ever since Tocqueville discovered the capacity of civil society in America to organize itself and to ... In 1894 one writer noted that “the notarial profession is more than ever before the order of ...
Private Power and Centralization in France: The Notaires and the State
In a statement to the Star, Oussama Hamza described the judgment and complaints against him as “absurd and ignorant” and denied his comments were ...
An Ontario lawyer’s lawsuit was just dismissed as racist, misogynist ‘legal gibberish.’ His response? He’s suing the judge
It also looks at recent newspaper articles to illustrate how some historians link arguments about the past with prescriptions for the present. Germany, like so many other western nations, faces ...
Whither Germany? Historiography and Public Reckoning with the National Past
The MCESD Civil Society Committee represents civil society ... persons with disability, gender equality, professions, health, the elderly and pensioners, local councils, consumer affairs, sports ...
Representative of civil society on MCESD
Board of Education, one of many court cases that clearly illustrate the crucial role of the legal profession in advancing civil rights and equity. Our nation has needed and will continue to need ...
In The Battle For Education Equity, Civil Rights Attorneys Are Key Players
One of Nigeria’s civil society leaders, Innocent Chukwuma ... now a member of the velvet rank of the legal profession called Senior Advocates of Nigeria. At CLO, Mr Chukwuma, a father of ...
Civil Society Leader, Innocent Chukwuma Dies At 55
Vien: During the 1960s, the Civil Rights Movement and other cultural changes began to affect every aspect of American society, the accounting profession included. Firms started hiring more Black ...
The struggles and triumphs of the first Black CPAs
"I read these stories of the first generation of women lawyers with awe and gratitude. We are all in their debt - and in Jill Norgren's, too, for ...
Rebels at the Bar: The Fascinating, Forgotten Stories of Americas First Women Lawyers
One of Nigeria’s civil society leaders, Innocent Chukwuma ... now a member of the velvet rank of the legal profession called Senior Advocates of Nigeria. At CLO, Mr Chukwuma, a father of ...
Nigerian civil society leader, Innocent Chukwuma, is dead
Black military surgeons broke barriers within their profession, too. Charles Purvis, an assistant surgeon during the Civil War ... to imagine their place in society,” Willis explains.
What Rare Images of Black Military Surgeons Reveal About the Civil War Era—and Today
One of Nigeria's civil society leaders ... now a member of the velvet rank of the legal profession called senior advocates of Nigeria. At CLO, Mr. Chukwuma, a father of three daughters, one ...
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